Digital Photography Helps Preserve Memories

The Importance Of Rituals In Coping With Grief
(NAPSA)—By understanding
the value and significance of
bereavement, mourning and
grieving, doctors can play a valuable role in helping families cope
with and move past their grief.
During the last century, the
accepted period of mourning
shrank from three years to one
week. As a result, many who
grieve may not get the support
they need from their loved ones or
their doctors.
According to M. Katherine
Shear, MD, Professor of Psychiatry at the University Pittsburgh
Medical Center, “Traumatic grief
is a relatively neglected area of
clinical medicine and is likely to
be prevalent and contribute to
morbidity and mortality. It’s a risk
factor for impaired immune function, poorer physical health,
increased use of alcohol and cigarettes and suicide.”
Research has shown that grief
following sudden or preventable
death or suicide and parental grief
are likely to be prolonged, with
mourners reporting high distress,
depression and disorganization.
Normal grief reactions include
insomnia, anxiety, depression and
low self-esteem. Post-traumatic
grief reaction includes yearning
for the deceased, a pre-occupation
with the deceased, feeling stunned
and difficulty accepting death.
A conference, taking place
before the annual conference of
the American Psychiatric Association Meeting, will focus on the
identification and treatment of
bereavement-related complications. This conference is supported by an educational grant
from Alderwoods Group, Inc. Con-

Funeral directors and doctors
can work together to help a
patient cope with grief.
ference participants will include
physicians and healthcare professionals who have experience in
helping patients cope with the
death of a loved one.
Leave-taking rituals such as
funerals can help people cope with
grief by providing opportunities
for the public and private display
of grief, a way to affirm the relationship of the deceased to the
community and affirm the continuity of the community—but
these may not be enough for some
individuals.
Transformation rituals such
as creating a memory box, planting a tree, piecing a quilt, establishing a memorial fund or building a playground in the deceased
person’s memory can help a person gain emotional energy and
enable them to get on with their
life.

“Many widows and widowers
never fully accept the fact of their
spouses death and exhibit adverse
health symptoms for many years
after the loss of the spouse,” said
James C. Ciarcia, MD, Associate
Clinical Professor of Psychiatry,
Yale University.
Experts say that death-denying
factors may be responsible for creating widespread social, economic
and pathological ills.
According to the Society for the
Advancement of Bereavement
Management, the discussion of
death, dying and grief is nearly
forbidden in our society and Americans are not provided accurate
and balanced information to manage and cope with death.
Even the general medical community may be unaware of the
adverse health effects of complicated grief and of the funeral
director’s role in its management.
A simple gesture, such as a letter
of condolence from a doctor can
help in the healing process.
In 1999, there were 2,378,050
deaths in America, with an average of six family members affected
directly by every death. At least
20 percent of these people may
encounter some complications
associated with unresolved grief.
Sometimes therapeutic intervention is necessary. The Society
for the Advancement of Bereavement Management has created
programs in which a funeral
director stays in contact with the
family doctor to help families
recover from their grief.
Information gathered by this
program will serve to help understand the nature of grief and successful grief resolution.

(NAPSA)—Whatever events
occur in your life, taking lots of
pictures is an easy way to preserve them and share in the
future. Thanks to innovative digital cameras and all-in-one (AIO)
printers, that include a printer,
copier and scanner, anyone can
create professional-quality photographs at home. An AIO printer
makes it quick, easy, and inexpensive to print pictures, too.
Print those memories!
All-in-one printers let you
download and print new pictures,
and copy and scan old prints to
make them look new. Pictures
will look their best with the compatible print technology with onboard camera card readers to further simplify the digital photo
printing experience. Plus, you can
print within minutes of taking
the picture.
Top-notch photos every time
Rain or shine, advanced photo
imaging software technology helps
any picture look great. Even old
pictures can become bigger,
clearer or brighter. You can crop
and rotate photos, enhancing
them with the sharpest, most
defined colors. Even red eye disappears in just seconds. Users can
also reduce and enlarge their pictures, printing them in all shapes
and sizes. Many printers, such as
the Lexmark X1150, come with
integrated photo editing software
that makes photo editing a snap.
Creative gifts and projects
Digital technology can make
organizing photos and creating

personalized gifts fun and simple
to complete and they’re completely
one of a kind. A newly married
couple would love a collage of
their special day, while proud
grandparents would adore a
framed picture of their college
graduate. With the scanning and
copying capabilities of an AIO, old
and new pictures can create a
lovely montage of happy memories
and present-day triumphs. A creative photo album is a great way
to remember a family vacation,
especially with the pictures customized using photo-editing software and printed on a photo
printer. With Lexmark’s exclusive
photo editing software, you can
create scrapbook pages, store pictures and assemble a photo slide
show on a PC. Advanced print
software technology lets graphics
and borders be added quickly and
easily, without expensive kits and
photo development.
With the right tools, digital
photography can be an inexpensive and creative alternative to
pricey photo development and
reprints. For more information,
visit www.lexmark.com.

If Bad Weather Bugs You,Your Computer May Help

To Harbor Health, Let Your Ship Come In
(NAPSA)—A recent survey
found that boaters are healthier
and happier than their non-boating counterparts. The online survey was conducted with a random
sample of 1,029 men and women
selected to closely match U.S. population demographics.
Boaters average nearly seven
and a half hours per week in
active recreation, compared to
less than five and a half hours for
non-boaters. Landlubbers have
been hospitalized slightly more
than boat owners (14 percent to
11 percent) and tend to be more
overweight than their boating
counterparts.
In addition to physical benefits,
when asked about the overall
quality of their lives, boat owners
rated it about five percent better
than did non-boat owners. Boat
owners expressed greater satisfaction with their accomplishments,
relations with their families and
their ability to enjoy life. Non-boat
owners are more prone to feeling
useless, lonely, unhappy or excessively fatigued. Here are few of
the findings:
• More boat owners said their
health is excellent or good (83 percent) than did non-boat owners
(77 percent).
• 67 percent of boat owners

Percentage of Boat Owners who Claim...
83%
Health is excellent

79%
Boating is a great way to unwind

67%
Having a boat has contributed to their well-being

79%
Boating lets you leave your pressures behind
A new survey concluded that boaters are healthier and happier
than non-boaters.
said having a boat has contributed
to their well-being.
• Boat owners experience greater self-esteem (+10 percent) and
ability to enjoy life (+9 percent).
• Non-boat owners are more
prone to feeling useless (+8 percent), lonely (+7 percent) unhappy
(+5 percent) and fatigued (+4
percent).
• Nearly two-thirds of boat
owners said owning a boat has

brought their family closer.
Most boat owners said the benefits of owning a boat include
being able to unwind. In fact,
most said boating helps them
leave pressures behind (79 percent), find tranquility (71 percent)
and feel a sense of freedom (53
percent).
To find out more about boating
or to read the entire survey, go to
www.discoverboating.com.
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(NAPSA)—A chirping sound
coming from your computer may
some day save your life.
The sound is sent by a downloadable application called WeatherBug to let you know when the
National Weather Service issues a
severe weather warning. That can
give you the time you need to
secure yourself, your loved ones
and your property.
Whether it’s blizzards in the
Northeast, tornadoes on the Central plains, hurricanes in the
South, drought in the West or any
of the other severe conditions various parts of the country have
been experiencing lately, modern
technology can make it easier to
monitor fast-moving weather so
you’re as prepared as possible.
The free WeatherBug program
is powered by a unique network of
6,000 weather monitoring stations
based at schools, television stations and other civil locations.
It gives you live, neighborhood
weather conditions and local
weather reports as well as severe
weather alerts. There are one-click
travel forecasts, live camera
images, advanced color radar and
more. A premium, advertising-free
version called WeatherBug Pro is
available for a $19.95 annual fee.
“The real value of WeatherBug
during severe weather is the
chirp,” said meteorologist Mark
Hoekzema. “Users may be in a different room from their computer,
but when they hear this recognizable sound they will know to
immediately check their WeatherBug to find out what severe
weather is approaching.”

Everybody talks about the weather.
Now, it’s possible to download free
computer software to warn you in
time to do something about it.
“It’s a huge improvement in
the tools that most people use to
monitor severe weather,” Hoekzema added, “and it’s already
helped countless people get out of
harm’s way.”
In addition to knowing what
weather troubles may be coming
your way, it pays to be prepared to
face them. The experts at the
American Red Cross suggest these
steps:
• Post emergency telephone
numbers by phones. Be sure youngsters know how to call 9-1-1.
• Know how and when to turn
off utilities.
• Install smoke detectors on
each level of your home, especially
near bedrooms.
• Stock emergency supplies and
assemble a Disaster Supplies Kit.
• Take a Red Cross first aid
and CPR class.
• Determine the best escape
routes from your home.
• Find the safe places in your
home for each type of disaster.
You can learn more on this subject at www.redcross.org. For more
information on WeatherBug, visit
www.weatherbug.com.

